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Syllabus & Curriculum
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Autonomous system

2,090
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Outreach Programmes
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Extra-curricular Activities
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Prospects for Higher Education / Employment
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Conduct of Examinations
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2732

81.99

Infrastructure
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2732

70.72

Value Education

2,060

2732

75.40

21110

27320
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Feedback And Suggestions:
+ There are many ways in which the institution can improve. While I do still think it is one of the best in Kerala, the college look at
a national perspective. It has gotten excellent gradings in NAAC due to the diligent working of teachers and I can only be proud.
However, I find a few things lacking that if improved would bring in an even better name to the college. Firstly, the reason I have
given basic amenities an unsatisfactory is due to the lack of toilets in the college. Students should not have to walk 3 mins to and
from each from class each time they need to use the loo and this leads to them missing attendance in the next class. Another thing
I find could be improved are certain might I say archaic rules the college still implements like not being able to transfer credits
earned in summer school to the programme. The office staff can also be a little milder in the behaviour to students and reduce
unnecessary procedures in place to obtain a simple certificate. While also the library was heaven for me these 3 years, consulting
with each department about the required references for each subject and accordingly bringing multiple issue copies of those would
make life easier. While on the topic of the library, it is quite an inconvenience for students to not be able to go to the library when a
teacher is missing from class. Library learning should be appreciated as much if not more as classroom learning. One way this can
be done is if a student says she has gone to the library she must be given attendance while cross-checking the id card logins. I
also appreciate the culture and arts side of the college but it would be nice to have some dance classes or singing coaching for
students in various styles too.
+ Would like to suggest a proper procedure is formalized and more transparent for students who want to go for a summer school
course via the college. Also if there can be more freedom, 25% reduction in attendance marks, students should be allowed to get
out and go for industrial visits. Class trips should be made mandatory, so that all students get a trip. Many classes in 2016-19
batch didn't get a class trip. The college should have foreign exchange programs. The college should have a policy in place for
students who want to go to faraway places for internship or jobs during semesters, a change in the attendance requirement should
be made so that they can engage in convenient distance learning. Being autonomous the college should work on being flexible and
giving more moblity to its students.
+ Please add an additional hour for students to go the library and read, as they are not permitted to go to library during class
hours. It's not a school anymore where students have to sit in class and study all the time. They need to be treated as adults. Also,
students should be given more opportunities to explore their interests in extra curricular activities, there should be different
societies for each skill. eg: A Drama Society for inter collegiate fests or anything of that sort which can represent the institution. In
addition to that, the student cell should be made more active as it's the students that make the institution what it is by bringing
laurels. They need to be treated with a little more respect.
+ The classrooms for Pg programmes (food science and nutrition classroom) is with almost no ventilation and not spacious. No
toilet facilities for students of pg home science (first floor). Either we have to go chemistry block or 4th floor fashion designing
floor. actually there are 3 toilets for teachers in first floor. One of the toilet could be alloted to students.
+ Increase number of toilets, especially in old block 2nd floor . Reduce the amount of fees and donation. Usage of Mobil phone in
campus for PG students should not be restricted since they are in a stage that the know good and bad, grown-ups.not allow during
class time but bringing it to campus is not such an offence even for PG students.
+ Fan at the Stitching lab was damaged two semesters back and is still not repaired.We are facing great difficulty in stitching
because the lab itself is so hot because of the limited space and heat released due to machines ,also it is summer now
+ I think our college should also conduct a college fest like all the other colleges conduct, not department wise but the whole
college together and assign different programs to different departments for them to take care.
+ After revaluation. Marks has to be given even if the change is below 5%. Also a copy of the answer script has to be given for
photostat. It will be more helpful
+ Give equal importance to Malayalam also.some students are not ready to participate such events like debate because they are
not able to speak english well.try to avoid such situations like this.
+ Freedom given to the students is somewhat less. Introducing more and more rules and regulations because of someone's
misbehaviour is affecting the students who are good in their way too
+ Uses of smart phones should be allowed and dressing should not be judged, can be judged only if the mode of dressing is
unsatisfied ,it is the comfort of people
+ All students must get chance to take part in extra curricular activities and partiality must come to an end, out reach programmes
need to be conducted and made compulsory.
+ The extra curricular activities conducted in the institution are not known by us at the appropriate times and it has caused us in
less participation in the functions
+ The confident woman that I am evolving into would have dormant without the encouragement of the teachers and multitude of
the events hosted by St Teresa's .
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+ Change fees unbearable. Unnecessary fines. Compel us to give fines and warn us in the name of our future. So I am against their
NAAC affliction.
+ The college provides a lot of opportunities to hone our skills in the best manner possible. I am very happy with the way the
College works.
+ Let students breath fresh air. Don't be so strict. Atleast not with PG. They already have many things to worry about. Please don't
give extra burden.
+ Facilities should be provided equally both for regular and self , improve infrastructure and staff approach , department based
rules to be thrown off
+ Need to improve on the basis of other extra curricular activities and need to conduct fest so that students would be interested in
it.
+ Can improve the infrastructure and provide a campus life. Also please include more department fests. Students should feel more
free in around the campus.
+ Required space for students to do extra activities rather than being within collage disturbed seminar halls or sunny area..
+ College is not considering science block while conducting many programs. We couldn't attend many problems in between lab
hours. Please do consider this.
+ the central block is the only block without a wifi facility, so it would have been good if you could put one in.
+ Make sure students in science block attending programmes in platinum jubilee auditorium without leaving the campus for any
other purpose at those times.
+ The institution can do much more to develop the students mentally as well... They can help the students to be more confident...
+ plse reduce portions for internals becoz we can n't prepare for the exam .it result over tention ,lack of sleep,
+ All improvement needed areas have alreday been taken into consideration by the college authorities. We are thankful to them for
that.
+ Infrastructure must be improved. Specifically a mirror room is to be provided for students to practice in a better way
+ Not worth the fees we’re paying. Please have a to the washrooms in the college the situation is beyond pathetic
+ College should definitely provide Prospects for higher education and employment for outgoing students and it should a career
guidance programs.
+ Infrastructure needed to be improved. There must be atleast two days gap in between the exams during semester exams.
+ the syllabus and the rules created by the college give a stressful and irritating mental state .
+ We actually the department of computer application..poor network facilities..availability of lab etc was very poor..didn't have a
proper classroom..
+ Better washroom facilities for students. More spacious classrooms. The current sizes of the classroom is too claustrophobic and
congested.
+ All systems in the college is good. In my case I felt that the outreaching programmes should be improved
+ Need to be simply and information by teacher than online search . According to me Ihated the onion process.
+ As a student of this institution i think that the syllabus should be improve a little bit
+ The college is very good and the activities conducted by college is excellent.There is no other suggestions.Thank you.
+ No enough placements for final year students. And college is becoming very strict. Doesn't give space for students
+ The canteen must be improved and cafetria is making delay in many things that we order .
+ The infrastructure could be a little more appealing. allotment of student concession must be provided on time.
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+ I think everything is here, it have a team work behind this college. That will lead higher.
+ Should try to complete potions within time so teachers can avoid taking special classes during study leave
+ It would be really good if the college can provide text books for every semester.
+ Needs to provide better facilities to self financing students as they pay more fees than others.
+ It would be convenient to have washrooms on all floors and not just the ground floor
+ Try to focus more on the personality and skill development of students rather the studies alone.
+ it would have better if there are more number of Toilets. there is no medical room.
+ More opportunities to apply the subject knowledge that a student acquires during her Bsc programme
+ there is no enough class rooms for all batches. syllabus for masters programme is tough.
+ It would be good if the college consentrate more on extra curricular activities as well
+ Institution provides a good atmosphere of teaching with good extra curricular activities and quality
+ It would have been better if the quality of add on courses was improved.
+ No of wash room is limitted on 3 ed floor that's tobe increase
+ If the auditorium could have air-conditioning it would be better because of the heat
+ Block of commerce SF is so hot and can't sit in the class.
+ No college life. Feels like school. And asking money for progammes every time
+ College time (if it change the time fro 9 am is more comfortable)
+ Nothing to suggest. Everything is good and up to to good standard
+ CLASS ROOMS ARE NOT BIG ENOUGH AND LESS NUMBER OF CLASS ROOMS
+ Please improve the infrastructure.. the campus is really boring to look at.
+ Introduce more technology based education system and free up the burden
+ Need to explain about higher education facilities, opportunities and employment etc
+ Consider the needs of the students. Never inhibit force in some cases.
+ Can be more free and results need to be published more faster
+ Increase the no.of classrooms Provide free textbooks free from the institution itself
+ Please provide a Washroom for our department..!! :( : (
+ Infrastructure could be improved especially toilets and timely declaration of results
+ It would be good if we organise fest in the college
+ The institution provides us with all the amenities a student needs
+ There are lot of.programe but its restricted to science subject students
+ College sanitary conditions can be advanced. The machine often gets stuck.
+ The desks and benches could be replaced. It is quite old.
+ neat and clean campus, the basic facilities provided are really good
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+ There is only less number of toilets.Plz do something for that
+ The timing of college can be from 9 o clock onwards
+ There aren't proper textbooks and study materials available for student reference.
+ The campus should be made more green with more trees..
+ Pay more attention to those who are Average in studies
+ I dont have any suggestions overall it is very good
+ More water cans in each department as soon as possible
+ No suggestions, I'm happy and satisfie with all the facilities.
+ need less photocopies and need more books instead of that.
+ It would be nice if there was a vast campus.
+ I’d love to have more value education classes. ??
+ I don't have any suggestions regarding the improvement of institution.
+ Please provide toilet facilities for the Department of Computer Applications.
+ please provide toilet facilities for the department of computer applications
+ improve canteen facilities , please reduce the amount of photostat
+ programmes should focus on the well being of the students
+ The exam time could be better. Internals are too close.
+ Improvement should be made in infrastructures & basic amenities .
+ All aspects of the college and administration are good.
+ Extra curricular activities should be encouraged more than the present
+ Would provide more campus area & cafeteria for central block
+ Value education and outreach programs should be taken more seriously
+ It will be better if we have more campus area.
+ The time for the completion of syllabus must be concerned
+ publication of results are very exellent.Basic facilities are also good.
+ More facilities must be provided and infrastructure should be improved.
+ More facilities as in better classrooms and ppt screens
+ More cleaner sanitation facilities and better class rooms needed..
+ Conduction of exams are little clumsy, can be improved
+ No proper space available in college for free hours
+ There should be more interaction with outside the campus
+ More outreach programs and extra curricular activities are needed
+ The scope of Extra curricular activities must be widened
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+ Prefer to have a washroom in the third floor.
+ There are not enough fans in some classes.
+ Outreach program needs to be more improved .
+ select syllabus and textbooks from good publishers
+ Main library shouldbe provided in science block also
+ the results can be published a bit earlier
+ The cleanliness of the bathrooms could be improved.
+ Doesn't have much facilities compared to other classes.
+ No suggestion college is best in all areas
+ Must give chances to The new students for programming
+ Could increase the greenery in the college premises
+ I prefer for the improvement of infrastructure.
+ The Syllabus this semester 2 is very tough
+ autonomous system creates a stress upon the students
+ Little Concentraion should be need on curriculum activities
+ Better infrastructure. Rules must be applicable for all depts.
+ Overall satisfactory system. Great faculty in English Department.
+ It’s better to have long break on Wednesday
+ Can provide proper facilities and study materials
+ Zero hour for half an hour only
+ Facilities provided by the college is good
+ More career guidance classes should be given.
+ Everything is fine with me. No suggestions
+ Proper sanitation facilities to be provided.
+ More books to be introduced in library
+ Can keep coolers in a common area.
+ basic facilities and infrastructure can be improvised
+ The college is perfect in all wayd
+ need much more improvement for infrastructure facilities
+ It could a little bit loosen up
+ please upgrade the hygiene of the washrooms.
+ proper notes should be given by faculty
+ For better washrooms and good canteen facility.
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+ More of placement opportunities should be provided
+ Need to develop the toilet system
+ syllabus should be improved a little bit
+ Interactive classes and e-learning through smart board.
+ Offer ADD on course for pg students
+ Its good if basic facilities are improved
+ Syllabus and other curriculum activities are good.
+ I am satisfied by college facilities
+ Need more strict in some areas
+ Syllabus need a bit more ungradation .
+ Needs to improve the value education clases
+ Extra curricular activities need some more priority.
+ Try to cut short the zero hour
+ College time cant accepted. Get tired.
+ Good institution but valuation is bad
+ Wash room facilitate should be improved
+ Integration of technology into teaching methods
+ Provide a Cafe in Central Block.
+ Need a lift in central block
+ Plz can more value of education
+ More water cans in bharathanatyam department
+ More water cans in each department
+ Can be improved in many terms.
+ Portions to be completed on time
+ extra curricular activities should be improved
+ Chances for employment could be improved
+ Fee structure has to be modified.
+ Facilities and infrastructure could be developed.
+ Allow to use mobile in campus
+ No suggestions. Everything is pretty good.
+ Communication should be made more effective.
+ Try to reduce extra work load
+ Consistency of teachers should be maintained
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+ Try to provide less conjested classrooms
+ The fashion designing department needs improvement
+ Too much restrictions can be avoided
+ Please reduce continues collection of fund
+ Result publication must be on time
+ Can have a more aesthetic campus.
+ no suggestions . everything is ok
+ College infrastructure can be improved further.
+ Infrastructure can be improved.
+ The syllabus needs to be revised
+ Infrastructure facilities has to be maintained.
+ value education can be improved.
+ Nothing to be improved. Satisfied
+ Renovation of toilets and fans
+ Better bathrooms should be provided
+ Should Cut 0 hours.
+ Zero hour should we removed
+ No need for any improvement.
+ Public amenities should be improved.
+ The syllabus can be improved.
+ Should promote extra curricular activities
+ not bad need to improve
+ Need to improve infrastructure facilities.
+ Can make campus more friendly
+ Need a bit lively infrastructure.
+ Basic facilities should be improved
+ Should promote extra curricular activities
+ Avoid overules in the campus
+ Avoid overules in the campus
+ More activities in ve periods
+ A good place to study
+ Please improve on extra activities
+ need for more outreach programmes
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+ Must me mire student friendly
+ Should keep mirror in washroom.
+ suitable placements should be provided
+ conduct some field study .
+ The infrastructure could be improved
+ No suggestions!!! I'm fully satisfied..
+ Give more space to practice
+ Overall very good
+ Efficient and good educational system
+ Provide text book for students
+ Satisfactory with the management policies.
+ We need little more freedom
+ class hours should make shorter
+ more access to correct information
+ Please increase the washroom facilities.
+ BREAK TIME SHOULD INCREASED
+ Syllabus should be innovative
+ Nothing much. No suggestions
+ Valuations must be liberal
+ All facilities are good
+ PLEASE LIBRELRAL SUPPLY EXAM
+ We get all facilities.
+ I have no suggestion.
+ Valuations must be liberal.
+ Valuation must be liberal.
+ Valuation must be liberal.
+ I have no suggestions
+ I have no suggestions
+ I have no suggestions
+ I have no suggestions
+ Overall improvement is required.
+ A medbay is needed
+ Provide more infrastructure facilities.
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+ Need better fees structure
+ Inclusion of long breaks
+ Syllabus want to change
+ more extra curricular activities
+ more toilets are needed
+ Looking for better curriculum
+ Cleaner toilet's with mirror
+ No freedom Bad rules
+ No words to explain
+ syllabi can be reviewd
+ Expand out reach programmes
+ Righteous and dignified institution.
+ provide more class rooms
+ Infrastructure can be better
+ Pls construct proper washrooms
+ Nothing to be said
+ Conduct out reach programs
+ Could include a ground
+ nothing more to say
+ Should have more activities
+ include more ppts
+ Everything is ok.
+ Maybe more campus.
+ More eco friendly.
+ Nothing to improve
+ More campus space
+ Nothing else.almost perfect.
+ Very good
+ Overall good performance.
+ need good facilities
+ nothing to improve.
+ nothing to say
+ To be improved
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+ Everything is good
+ Overall good performance
+ Fan and toilets
+ No suggestions, good
+ Infrastructure can improve
+ Add more campus
+ Need more campus.
+ Betterment of evaluation
+ Its all good
+ no more suggestion
+ NO MORE SUGGESTION
+ NO MORE SUGGESTION
+ NO MORE SUGGESTION
+ Need infrastructure improvements
+ Overall good
+ Expecting more opportunities
+ BMS couse doesnt
+ NO MORE SUGGESTIONS
+ It's all good
+ The best college
+ Improve basic facilities
+ Improve basic facilities
+ Nothing as such
+ Can improve more
+ Suggestions are optional
+ A total agreement.
+ Everything is perfect
+ Everything is good
+ No particular suggestions
+ Nothing to improve
+ No more suggestions.
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